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About The Author

Joe Drivdahl holds a Master’s Degree in Business Administration. He has taught college-level courses 
at Dawson Community College for over 20 years. He has 30 years’ experience with computers 
beginning in 1987 with Microsoft DOS 3.2, Word Perfect, Lotus 123 among others.  He taught himself 
to program in C, Java, Javascript, HTML, and PHP when he was the co-director of the Web 
Development Program at DCC. He has tinkered around with Assembler enough to understand how 
computers work internally. He has taught several versions of MS Office including Word, Excel, and 
Access.

Joe can be contacted at Dawson Community College in Glendive, MT.

Email: joedrivdahl1958@gmail.com

About This Manual

After teaching many years, Joe understands that the normal step-by-step approach to learning anything 
on a computer does not work well if students don't understand what they are trying to accomplish. The 
problem with step-by-step books is that when the book is taken away, students are lost because they 
have not learned to concepts.  This manual does not use the step-by-step approach. Rather, this manual 
explains the concepts and uses pictures to illustrate that actions.  Hopefully in this manner, students 
will retain more of what they learn from this workshop.

You will find a glossary of terms at the end of this manual.

About This Course

Getting Started with Microsoft Excel, 2013 is an introductory-level course. No prior experience is 
necessary. This course assumes the student has little or no experience with spreadsheets and starts at the
beginning. You will learn terminology, concepts, why you’re doing what you are doing to help you 
retain what you have learned, and how to perform calculations using formulas and functions.
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The Worksheet

Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet program that is used to organize data into tables so that mathematical 
operations may be performed such as:

 summarize
 compare
 manipulate
 organize
 and graph.

Notice the Excel Worksheet. At the top is the ribbon which looks like Figure 0.

Figure 0

At the top of the ribbon is a menu with FILE, HOME, PAGE LAYOUT, etc. HOME is probably 
already selected even though FILE is highlighted. Click HOME if necessary. Click INSERT. Notice 
how the icons below the menu change. This is probably the most difficult thing about the ribbon: 
remembering where everything is.

Click HOME again. You see icons such as Cut, Copy, Format Painter, and Font selector, Bold, Italic 
and Underline. Most of the standard formatting and editing tools will be found under Home. We will 
dive deeper into these in the formatting unit of the manual.

Below Format Painter, you see Clipboard and below that you should see a pull-down box that displays 
A1. That is called the Name Box. Notice when you position your mouse pointer over it without 
clicking, “Name Box” is displayed in a pop-up bubble. You can navigate by entering a cell reference.

To the right of the Name Box you see an X, a check mark, and fx. These are equivalent to the escape 

key (Esc), the Enter key, and fx will display a list of functions. We will discuss functions in more detail
later. The X or Esc Key can be used when data has been typed into a cell, but the user decided to 
abandon the operation. The check box is equivalent to hitting the Enter key which Enters the data into 

the cell. Next to the fx you see a long text box. This is the formula bar. Beneath the formula bar, you 
will see A, B, C, etc., and 1, 2, 3, etc. These are explained next.



The Table

Spreadsheet data are arranged in tables with rows and columns such as illustrated by figure 1.

Figure 1

Column A B C D E F G H I

1 X

2 Y

3

4 Z

Columns run vertically and are designated by a letter of the alphabet (A, B, C, etc.). Rows run 
horizontally and are designated by numbers (1, 2, 3, etc).

The place where the columns and rows intersect is referred to as a cell and designated as column letter 
+ number.  For example, in the table above, the “X” is in cell A1, while the “Y” and “Z” are in cells D2
and H4 respectively.

In Excel 2013, there are 16,384 columns and 1,048,576 rows. Columns after Z are designated by 
doubling the letters (AA, AB, AC, AD, etc.). After column ZZ, cells are designated by tripling the 
letters (AAA, AAB, AAC... AMJ).

Excel is also called a three dimensional spreadsheet: height, width, and depth. Rows provide the height,
columns provide the width, and depth is provide by sheets. The number of sheets is limited to the 
amount of available memory on the individual computer.  These sheets can be linked together via 
formulas so that a change in one sheet causes changes in a related sheet.

The cell with the black box around it is referred to as the active cell, which is the cell where the result 
of any typing will be displayed. Figure 2 illustrates a new blank worksheet with the active cell at E3. 
Notice the E3 in the name box. Also notice the default name for the worksheet is Sheet1.  To rename 
the worksheet, double click the sheet name and rename it.

To navigate using the name box, enter ZZ1 and press enter. Holding the Ctrl key while pressing the 
Home key will put the active cell pointer at A1.



Figure 2

Types of Data

There are basically 4 types of data that can be entered into the cells: Text, Values, Formulas, and 
Functions. Notice that when text and values are typed  into a cell, they are not actually entered into the 
cell until another non-printing key is pressed such as Enter, Tab, or an arrow key.  Pressing the Esc key 
will cancel the entry.

Text is simply letters, words, and words with numbers embedded in them that is entered into the active 
cell. Text could be a column or row heading such as Name, or maybe the actual name, John Doe. An 
example of numbers embedded into text might be a part number such as AMR876. Although there are 
numbers in included, they are with letters. This is known as alphanumeric text.

Values are numbers such as 1, 2, 3, or 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. Numbers can have decimals or not. Numbers can 
be negative too (-110, -200, -300, etc.). Notice that when text is entered into a cell, the text is aligned to
the left inside the cell, but if numbers are entered they are aligned to the right. This is the default 
(normal) setting and can be altered to suit your needs. Figure 3 illustrates this concept.

Formulas are calculations that you as the user enter such as multiplying the value in two cells. 
Formulas are entered into the cell just like text or values, but formulas must begin with the equal sign 
(=) or Excel will think we are entering text.

Sheet Name



Functions are built-in to Excel and can be entered either manually or through a GUI interface. 
Functions also begin with an equal sign (=) but whereas the equal sign in formulas is usually followed 
by a cell reference, the equal sign in a function is usually followed by a word: =SUM(), =AVERAGE().

 Figure 3

Cell References

Cell references are the address of the cell such as A1 or B5. When multiplying the values of two cells 
one could enter the formula =4*5, but this would be bad practice since the 4 and 5 may not be the 
values of each cell.  A better approach is to use the cell reference. For example, if we had a value of 4 
in cell A1 and a value of 5 in cell A2 and wanted to get the result of multiplying them together in cell 
A3, we would set A3 as the active cell by clicking on it once, then entering =A1*A2. Now we are 
referring to the values of the cells. Should we want to change the numbers from 4 and 5 to 6 and 7, we 
could simply click cell A1 and type 6, then click cell A2 and enter 7. Our result would automatically 
change accordingly.

Notice the result of the multiplication is displayed in the cell itself, while the formula is displayed in 
the formula bar at the top. Figure 4 illustrates.



Figure 4

Mathematical Operators

The mathematical operators are (+, - , *, /, ^). These represent add, subtract, multiply, divide, and 
exponent respectively. The order of operations are very important in getting the correct result of a 
formula. The order is the same as it is in algebra:

Exponents (^) are evaluated first
Multiply (*) and divide (/)  are evaluated next equally from left to right
Plus (+) and minus (-) are last to be evaluated left to right.

Multiply and divide are on the same level. Plus and minus are on the same level one level below 
multiply and divide.

Parenthesis can be used to alter the order. Figure 5 illustrates.

Formula Bar

Result



Figure 5

Order of Operations
^

* /
+ -

Example 1: Example 2: Example 3:
6 / 2 – 3 = 0 6 / (2 – 3) = 6 / -1 = -6 6 / 2 ^ 2 = 6 / 4 = 1.5
6 / 2 = 3
3 – 3 = 0

Example 4: (All equal level)
6 + 2+ 5 = 8 + 5 = 13

Ranges

Ranges are a selection of cells designated by the first cell + a colon + last cell. Example: A1:A10 
defines a range from A1 through A10 and all values between and including the beginning and ending 
cells are included. Ranges are normally used with Functions.

You can either enter the range manually, or you can click on the first cell, hold the mouse button down 
and select the rest of the cells you want to include in the range.

Functions

Terminology:

Arguments – Arguments, sometimes called parameters, are the input to the function. The are the value 
the function works with.

Passing arguments to functions – The arguments are said to be passed to the function.

Return – is the value returned, or the result of, the function, or the output of the function, which is 
displayed in the active cell.

Syntax – is the spelling and order of the parts of a function or formula. For instance, if we were to place
the equal sign after the function, sum=(arguments), the function would not work.

Functions are built into Excel. They are more powerful than formulas, and perform specialized tasks. 
The syntax of a function is =Function Name(arguments).  Lets take for example the most common 
function, =sum() function.

Always begin your function with the = sign or Excel will think you are entering text. After the = sign 
comes the function name, in this case sum. Lastly, the argument(s) are enclosed in parenthesis. These 
arguments can be a single cell address, an entire range.
Example: =sum(A1:A10)



In this case, the sum function adds all the cells from A1 through A10 and displays the result in the 
active cell. The number of arguments that can be passed to the function depends on the function. Some 
functions take only one argument, such as the ABS() function, which returns the absolute value of a 
number or value of a cell.

Example: =ABS(A1) - If the value in cell A1 is -1, then ABS(A1) would return 1.

Some functions require 2, 3, or more arguments, such as the case with the PMT() function, which we 
will look at later. Some functions can take more that one range of cells. The =sum() function for 
example could take two ranges of cells: =sum(A1:A10, B1:B10). The ranges are separated by a 
comma.

To enter the ranges, we can simply type them in or a better method is to click and drag from the first 
cell to the last.  An ever simpler method is to use the AutoSum button. Depending on the location of the 
active cell, when you click the AutoSum button, Excel will display =SUM() in the active cell. Excel 
will guess at the cell or range of the arguments. Many times this default range will be correct, but if it is
not, you can reselect the range by clicking and dragging on the correct cells. This functionality is 
displayed in figures 6 and 7.

Figure 6



Figure 7

Column Width

The following exercise will require you to extend the widths of your columns. To do that, position your
mouse on the line between two columns at the top of the columns, for example between columns A and 
B. Your mouse pointer will become a cross hair. When it does, you can click, hold, and drag to the right
to widen the column. A width readout will appear above your mouse.

Or after positioning your mouse pointer between the two columns, you can double click and Excel will 
automatically expand the width to accommodate the widest entry in the column.

Or you can right click on a column header. You will see a pop-up menu from which you select 
“Column Width”.  Then you can type in the width you would like.

Reselecting cells by 
clicking and dragging.



Your Turn – Exercise 1 – Checkbook Register:

Create the following worksheet:

1. Enter the text and in the appropriate cells.
2. Enter the formula in cells F9 and F10 to keep a running balance.
3. Widen columns as necessary.
4. Rename the worksheet to Checkbook.

Figure 8

Autofill

Autofill is a feature that will automatically copy values, formulas and functions and update the cell 
references and arguments.  To use autofill, click on the tiny box at the bottom, right corner of the active
cell box called the Fill Handle. You will see one of two cross hairs appear. The one you want is a 
simple cross hair with no arrows.  Position the active cell box on the cell you wish to copy and click 
and drag up, down, or sideways to copy to adjacent cells.  



Other Common Functions

Notice the arrow to the right of the AutoSum button. Click it and a pop-menu will appear with Average,
Count Numbers, Max, Min, and More Functions.  Position active cell box at cell D13. Click Average, 
select the range D8:D11. The average of the two deposits will be displayed in D13. Without moving the
active cell box, click arrow to the right of AutoSum, select Max. The larger of the two deposits will 
now be displayed in D13.  Try the Min function. What does it do?

A Few More Functions

Now let’s try entering a few functions from the fx menu. When you click the fx button, the Insert 
Function dialog box will pop up as illustrated by figure 9. You can search for a function in the top text 
box or select by category: All, Financial, Date & Time, Math & Trig, etc. Select All to see a list of all 
the Excel functions.

Figure 9



Lets choose the ABS() function since its handy and I've already talked about it. Recall that the ABS() 
returns the absolute value of its input. Click ABS. When you do, the Function Arguments dialog box 
pops up. At this point, you could enter a number in the Number text box, or if you click a cell, the cell's
address will appear in the Number text box. Use the Collapse Button to shrink the dialog box as small 
as possible to select a range of cells. When finished selecting, click it again to restore the dialog box to 
full size. (Remember the ABS() function takes only a single value as an argument. A range will result in
an error).

Figure 10

Enter a negative number in the Number text box such as -1, and click the OK button. The result will be 
1 in the active cell.

To edit this function, make sure ensure the cell with the ABS function is the active and click fx again. 
Excel assumes you are editing the ABS function and pops up the Function Arguments dialog box. 
When this happens, click any empty cell to enter its address into the Number text box. Lets choose B1 
and click OK.  The result is zero because there is no value in cell B1. Click B1 and enter a negative 
number.

Let's try a function with 2 arguments. The Power() function has two arguments separated by a comma: 
The actual number, and the power to raise it to. So the syntax would be =POWER(Number, Power). 
Lets enter this one by hand. Enter a 2 in cell A2. In cell B2, enter =POWER(B2,2). Press Enter. The 



result should be 4. If you change the value in cell A2, the result will be its square. We could have used a
cell references for both arguments.

In cell B2, type 3 and press enter. In cell C2, enter =POWER(A2,B2) and press Enter. Now both 
arguments are variable; both values can be altered without editing the function. Enter different values 
in cells A2 and B2 to see the result in C2. Your worksheet should resemble figure 11.

Figure 11

Inserting Rows and Columns

Lets make this spreadsheet a bit more meaningful. We need some headings to give meaning to our 
values. To insert a row, right-click on row number 1. Click the “1”. A pop-up menu will appear. Choose
Insert. A new row will be inserted at the top of the table. See figure 12.

Enter “Value” in A1. In B1, type Absolute, press and hold the Alt key while you press the Enter key. 
This will wrap the text inside the cell. Then type Value.

Insert two new rows above row 3. To do this, click and hold on the number 3 of the row heading. Drag 
down so two rows are selected. Right click on the “3” and Insert. See figure 13.

To insert a column, right click the column heading (the letter), and Insert. Insert multiple columns in 
the same manner as multiple rows. Click and drag to select the columns, right-click, and select Insert.



Figure 12

Figure 13

Right-click on
the number 2



Exercise 2

Create the following table.
Adjust column widths as necessary.
Center the headings
Enter a function to calculate the totals of the PRICE and QTY columns
Calculate Average, Minimum, and Maximum values of PRICE and QTY

Books On Hand

ISBN CATEGORY BINDING TITLE AUTHOR(S) PRICE QTY

0-374-25385-4 Used Hardcover Samuari William:
The Englishman

Who Opened
Japan

Milton, Giles $5.95 2

4-889-96213 New Softbound Floral Orgami
Globes

Fuse, Tomoko $24.95 3

0-500-27062-7 New Hardcover Tao Magic: The
Secret Language
of Diagrams and

Calligraphy

Legeza, Lazlo $8.95 1

0-785-82169-4 New Hardcover The Holy Grail Morgan, Giles $3.75 1

0-654-56516-7 New Softcover Murder on the
Links

Christie, Agatha $7.50 2

Total

Average

Min

Max

Formatting a Worksheet

For this exercise we will open an existing, non-formatted spreadsheet entitled, Sales.xlsx.  Your 
instructor will provide you with the location of the file.

Once the Sales is open, notice the two sheets at the bottom: Documentation and Sales Report. Click 
Sales Report in necessary.

To format the title, click cell A1, Big Red Wraps. Change the font to ALGERIAN. See figure 14. To the
left of the font selection menu notice the font size currently set to 11. Click the Font Size button arrow 
to enlarge the font to 26. In the font group, click Bold, or Ctrl+B. See figure 14.

In the Font group, select the Font arrow, and select Red.



Click A2 to select it. Click the font Size button arrow and select 10. In the Font group, select I to 
italicize or type Ctrl+I.

Double click cell A2. In the formula bar click and drag over the text that reads, Big Flavor. Increase 
the font size to 14. Push Enter.  Now change the font color to red to match the title.

Figure 14

Formatting Background Color

Select the range B4:B23. In the Font group select Fill Color. Select red, the same as was used for the 
title. Select Font Color, and form Theme Color select white, first column, first row. In the Font group, 
select the border arrow and select Thick Box Border.

Formatting with Format Painter

Format Painter copies the formatting of one cell to another, which saves time and effort.

Select the range C5:F5. In the Alignment group select Center.  With the range still selected, click the 
Format Painter button in the Clipboard group under Home. Click and drag over the range C15:F15.



When you single-click Format Painter, you can use it once to apply formatting to another cell or range 
of cells, and then it automatically shuts itself off. If you double click the Format Painter button, you can
use it to apply formatting several times. It will not shut off until you click the Format Painter button 
again, or press the Esc key

Add a Theme

A theme gives an overall formatting to your worksheet.  To add a theme, click PAGE LAYOUT on the 
ribbon. In the Themes group, c lick the Themes button. The Insert Pictures dialog box opens. Choose 
Ion row 1, column 4.

Edit the text in cell B14. Remove the Per Store. Double click the cell and delete the desired text.

Click on the row number 25 and hold. Drag down to row number 46. Right-click anywhere in the 
selection and click delete. Rows 25 – 46 will be removed.
 
Back to Calculating

We need to crunch some numbers now. First enter the number 8,589,000 in cell C6.  Next we need to 
calculate Net Profit/Loss

Net Profit/Loss is Gross Sales – (Cost of Sales + Operating Expenses)

Enter a formula in cell C9 to calculate this.

Under Sales Statistics we want percentage data, with the exception of Gross Sales which would be 
100% and wouldn't tell us much. But we can find out what percentage of Gross Sales went to the cost 
of sales and operating expenses, and how much profit was retained.

In cell C17, enter a formula to calculate the percentage of cost of sales. Don't forget to begin with an 
equal sign. If you don't know how it is the Cost of Sales / Gross Sales. Then calculate Operating 
Expenses the same way. Finally use a similar formula to calculate the percentage of Net Profit.

Relative vs. Absolute Cell References

You probably realized in the last step that you were entering the same cell (Gross Sales) in all three 
formulas. You could have tried autofilling the first formula down to the next two, but something didn't 
work right. Autofill automatically adjusts cell address when formulas are copied. For example:

say in cell A10 we have a formula =A1+A8 that we want to copy down to cells A2:A6. We try an 
autofill, but it doesn't work right. The reason is because while we want the A1 part of the formula to 
change, but we want to keep the A8 constant. That's what an absolute cell reference does. Dollar signs 
are placed before the letter or number that needs to remain constant, so the formula would be =A1+
$A$8. In actuality, in this particular case, we wouldn't need to put $ before the A because we are 
copying down. The A won't change, but some people find this confusing. To simplify, just place $ signs
before the letter and the number. $B$8. Now when we autofill, the B8 remains constant while the A1 
changes to A2, A3, A4 and so on.   



Autofill the formulas under 2015 to 2014. Since we want the cell references to changes, we can use 
autofill. Select the range C17:C19, click on the fill handle, and pull to D17:D19.
Formatting Numbers

We need to change the format of the numbers. First format the dollar amounts. Select the range 
C6:D12. In the Number group, click the dollar sign ($). If your numbers become pound signs 
(#######) don't worry. Pound signs mean that your columns are too narrow. Widen columns to the 
desired width.

Now format the percentages. Select the range C17:E19 and click the percent % in the Number group.

To add or remove decimal places, select your range, in the Number groups, click the Increase Decimal 
button or Decrease Decimal button. Figure 15 illustrates.

Figure 15



Headers and Footers

Headers and footers are text that is placed in the top or bottom margin. Headers are in the top margin 
and footers are in the bottom margin. Headers and footers repeat on every page making them ideal for 
page numbers. Or sometimes you want a running header in all pages of the document.

To insert a header, click Insert on the ribbon, in the Text group, click the Header & Footer button. The 
view will change and you will see the header at the top of the page.

Enter your name in the first text box, Sales Report in the middle text box, and &D in the right one. &D 
is a code that Excel interprets as the current date.

At the bottom of the screen, there is a green bar. To the right, click the normal view to leave the header 
view.. Figure 16 illustrates the view buttons.

Figure 16

Headers and footers are not seen in normal view, but they are there. Viewing the document in Print 
View will displayed the header and footer. To do this, click File, Print. You should see a preview of 
your document with headers. Click the left arrow with the circle around it at the top left hand corner of 
the screen to return to the normal view.

Normal View



Exercise 3

Juan and Olivia Hernandez are a recently married couple in Fort Wayne, Indiana. The want you to use 
Excel to help manage their family budget.

Do the following:

1. Open the Hernandez workbook as directed by the instructor.
2. On the Budget worksheet, calculate the couple's total monthly income.
3. In cell C23, type Jan. Then use autofill to fill in the rest of the numbers with month 

abbreviations.
4. In rows 24 and 25, enter the couple's monthly income by referencing the monthly income 

estimates from cells B5 and B6.
5. In row 26 calculate the couple's monthly income (again).
6. In row 37, enter formulas to calculate the total estimated expenses for each month.
7. In row 38, calculate each month's net cash flow, which is equal to the total income minus the 

total expenses.
8. In row 39, calculate the running total of the net cash flow. How much do they have left after 

expenses each month?
9. In the range B10:B19, calculate the average monthly expenses for the year by category.

10. In cell B20, calculate the total of the averages above.
11. The couple currently has $7,350 in their savings account. Each month they will either take 

money out of their savings to cover expenses or adding any surplus they might have. Might 
need absolute cell reference.

12. In cell E6, enter a formula to display the value of the savings balance at the end of December.
13. Juan and Olivia would like to have $15,000 in their savings account by the end of the year. 

Olivia is planning to ask for a raise at her job. Use Goal Seek to determine what Olivia's new 
income needs to be to meet the $15,000 savings goal.(This one is challenging).



Glossary of Terms

Active Cell
The cell where the data typed will be stored. The cell with the black box around it.

Active cell pointer
The black box around the active cell.

Argument
A value, cell reference, or range used as input for a function. The data between the parenthesis 
following the name of a function. Example: =SUM(A1:A10). 

AutoSum 
Automatically inserts an =SUM() function into the active cell and guesses at the desired range.

Cell
The individual boxes where the rows and columns intersect depicted by column name + row 
number with no space between, such as A1, B9, C13.

Cell Reference
The names or addresses of individual cells. The intersection of column and row. Example A1, 
B9, C13

Absolute
Cell references that remain constant when copied. Applied by adding a dollar sign 
before the letter and number of a cell reference. Example $A$1.

Relative
Cell references without dollar signs will change when copied. No dollar signs are added.

Mixed
A cell reference where either the letter or the number remains constant. Example: $A1 or
A$1

Clipboard
The temporary area where copied data is stored during a copy/cut and paste operation.

Collapse Button
The multi-colored button that collapses a dialog box to its smallest possible size.

Columns
The vertical portions of the table depicted by letters of the Alphabet (A, B, C …).

Default 
Settings that are chosen for you, such as font or printer settings. You can change them, but when
a new document is opened, the default settings will be presented again.

Fill Handle
The tiny black box that appears at the lower-right corner of the active cell pointer. 

Format Painter



Copies the format of one cell or range to another.

Formula
User-written mathematical calculation to add, subtract, multiply, or divide two values, such as 
=A1+A2. Can be used to operation on more cells, but is better substituted with a function.

Formula Bar
The text box at the top of the screen that displays formulas and functions instead of the value.

Functions
Built-in mathematically operations such as =SUM(), =AVERAGE(), =MIN(), or =MAX. The 
number of functions in Excel are categorized according to function. For example there are 
finance functions, mathematical functions, and trigonometric functions.

Name Box
A text box at the upper left hand part of the screen that shows the active cell. Can also be used 
to navigate to a specific cell. 

Operator
Mathematical operator such as plus (+), minus (-), multiply (*), or divide (/).

Passing arguments to functions 
The values, cells, or ranges that appear between the parentheses. These arguments are said to be 
passed to the function. They are the input the function works with.

Range
A group of cell references taken as a whole. The syntax is starting cell + a colon + ending cell. 
For example A1:A10 would be read as A1 through A10. It is a multiple-row range, meaning all 
cells between and including the beginning and ending cell references. A1:F1 would be a 
multiple-column range, and A1:C5 would be a multiple-column, multiple-row range. 

Return
Output - the value that a function returns. Functions can take one or many arguments (input) 
depending on the function, but will only return (output) one value. 

Ribbon
The top of the window where Home, Insert, Page Layout, etc., are located. 

Rows
The horizontal portions of a table depicted by numbers (1, 2, 3 …).

Sheet
Synonymous with worksheet.  One sheet of a workbook.

Spreadsheet
A computer software used to organized, calculate, and format numbers. Used extensively in 

finance. 

Syntax 



The spelling and order of words. For example, formulas begin with the equal sign. The formula 
will fail if the equal sign appears anywhere other than the first character because Excel assumes 
it is text.  

Table
The basis of an Excel worksheet. The layout of a table is rows and columns.

Text
Alphanumeric data entered into a cell. Any data that will not participate in a mathematical 
operation even if it is a number such as a phone number. Any letters or words are text. 

Text File
An unformatted, text-only file created in Notepad or other application that does not apply 
formatting to the document. Word files are not text files. Word adds formatting headers to the 
file and therefore is not a text file. 
Comma-delimited

Columns are delimited (separated) by commas: Name, Address, City

Tab-delimited
Columns are delimited (separated) by tabs: Name+tab+Address+tab+City, where tab 
represents a single press of the tab key. 

Fixed-width
Columns are a set size depending on data type. Applies more to databases than 
spreadsheets. 

Value
A number entered into a cell to be used as input for a formula or function. Could be almost any 
type of number.

Workbook
The combination of all worksheets. Synonymous with spreadsheet. 

Wrap Text
Text can be placed in rows inside the cell. Long headings are sometimes wrapped to allow for 
narrower column widths.


